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Abstract

Using the deepest 1.2 mm continuum map to date in the Hubble Ultra Deep Field, which was obtained as part of
the ALMA Spectroscopic Survey (ASPECS) large program, we measure the cosmic density of dust and implied
gas (H2+H I) mass in galaxies as a function of look-back time. We do so by stacking the contribution from all
H-band selected galaxies above a given stellar mass in distinct redshift bins, r >M M z,dust *( ) and r >M M z,gas *( ).
At all redshifts, r >M M z,dust *( ) and r >M M z,gas *( ) grow rapidly as M decreases down to 1010Me, but this
growth slows down toward lower stellar masses. This flattening implies that at our stellar mass-completeness limits
(108Me and 108.9Me at z∼0.4 and z∼3), both quantities converge toward the total cosmic dust and gas mass
densities in galaxies. The cosmic dust and gas mass densities increase at early cosmic time, peak around z∼2, and
decrease by a factor ∼4 and 7, when compared to the density of dust and molecular gas in the local universe,
respectively. The contribution of quiescent galaxies (i.e., with little on-going star formation) to the cosmic dust and
gas mass densities is minor (10%). The redshift evolution of the cosmic gas mass density resembles that of the SFR
density, as previously found by CO-based measurements. This confirms that galaxies have relatively constant star
formation efficiencies (within a factor ∼2) across cosmic time. Our results also imply that by z∼0, a large fraction
(∼90%) of dust formed in galaxies across cosmic time has either been destroyed or ejected to the intergalactic
medium.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: High-redshift galaxies (734); Galaxy evolution (594); Galaxy
formation (595)

1. Introduction

The cosmic star formation rate density (SFRD) of the
universe (i.e., mass of stars formed per unit time and comoving

volume; ρSFR) evolves significantly with redshift (see Madau &
Dickinson 2014, for a review). It increased from early cosmic
epochs, peaked at z=1–3, and then decreased steadily until
the present day. To understand this evolution, and therefore
how galaxies formed and evolved throughout cosmic time, it is
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necessary to study their molecular gas reservoirs (i.e., the phase
out of which stars form) and measure the evolution of the
cosmic molecular gas mass density. There are many different
approaches to measuring these gas reservoirs, the fundamental
problem being that molecular hydrogen (H2, the main
constituent of the molecular gas) cannot be observed easily at
the mass-weighted temperatures and density of the cold star-
forming interstellar medium (ISM).

Traditionally, the emission lines of the different rotational
states of the carbon monoxide molecule (12CO; hereafter, CO)
have been used as tracers of the molecular gas (see Bolatto
et al. 2013, for a review), but there are also other tracers. Most
notably, the continuum emission from dust is frequently used
as an alternative tracer of the gas, though including both the
molecular (H2) and atomic (H I) phases. With the advent of the
Herschel Space Observatory, such dust-based gas mass
estimates have been used for high-redshift galaxies (e.g.,
Magdis et al. 2012; Magnelli et al. 2012a; Santini et al. 2014;
Genzel et al. 2015), by fitting their far-infrared-to-submilli-
meter emission with dust models (e.g., Draine & Li 2007) and
using the local gas-to-dust mass ratio relation (e.g., Leroy et al.
2011). Most recently, Scoville et al. (2014, 2016, 2017)
advocated that accurate dust-based gas mass estimates could be
inferred using a single dust emission measurement in the
Rayleigh–Jeans tail. This method relies on the assumption that
the mass-dominant dust component of the ISM of most
galaxies is at around 25 K, that this component accounts for the
bulk of their Rayleigh–Jeans emission, and that the emission is
optically thin (see Section 4.1). With this approach, Scoville
et al. (2016) calibrated a single conversion factor (a m850 m) from
the Rayleigh–Jeans dust emission to the (molecular) gas mass
of massive galaxies (>1010Me). Interestingly, this conversion
factor is consistent within a few percent of that inferred from
Draine & Li (2007)’s dust mass absorption cross section and
the typical gas-to-dust mass ratio of 100 for massive galaxies at
z∼0 (Leroy et al. 2011). Dust-based gas mass estimates from
far-infrared-to-submillimeter fits using Draine & Li (2007)’s
model and from Scoville et al. (2016)’s Rayleigh–Jeans method
are thus consistent for massive galaxies with a typical gas-to-
dust mass ratio of 100 (e.g., Magnelli et al. 2019).

In recent years, using both methods, many studies have
reached a common conclusion: at high-redshift (z0.2) dust-
based gas mass estimates are consistent within ∼0.2 dex with
those inferred from CO line emission (Genzel et al. 2015;
Scoville et al. 2016, 2017; Tacconi et al. 2018; Kaasinen et al.
2019). This demonstrates the reliability of dust-based gas mass
measurements for massive (>1010Me) galaxies and suggests
that the gas in these galaxies is mostly dominated by its
molecular phase. It has thereby facilitated the study of the gas
content in high-redshift massive galaxies, which can be
measured in just a few minutes of observing time with the
Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA).

From these dust-based gas mass estimates and the ever
growing sample of CO measurements, much has been learned
in recent years about the gas reservoirs of massive high-redshift
galaxies (e.g., Magdis et al. 2012; Magnelli et al. 2012a;
Bothwell et al. 2013; Saintonge et al. 2013; Santini et al. 2014;
Genzel et al. 2015; Aravena et al. 2016; Decarli et al. 2016;
Schinnerer et al. 2016; Scoville et al. 2016, 2017; Tacconi et al.
2018; Kaasinen et al. 2019). It is now robustly established that
the gas fraction, fgas=Mgas/M*, in massive galaxies steadily
decreases between z∼4 and z∼0, while their star formation

efficiency (i.e., SFR/Mgas) only slightly decreases within this
redshift range. Therefore, larger gas supply rather than
enhanced star formation efficiency seems to explain the
elevated specific star formation rate (SSFR; SFR/M*) of
massive high-redshift galaxies compared to galaxies in the
local universe (e.g., Schreiber et al. 2015).
Although these results are of utmost importance for galaxy

evolution models, they cannot easily be extrapolated to infer
the redshift evolution of the cosmic gas mass density in
galaxies. Indeed, these targeted studies are biased toward
massive, star-forming galaxies and could thus miss a significant
fraction of gas-rich galaxies in the universe. Blind spectro-
scopic surveys at millimeter and radio wavelengths provide a
complementary approach. The ALMA Spectroscopic Survey
pilot and large program (ASPECS pilot and ASPECS LP,
respectively; Decarli et al. 2016, 2019; Walter et al. 2016), and
also the Jansky Very Large Array COLDz survey (Riechers
et al. 2019) have been used to constrain the CO luminosity
function and thereby the cosmic molecular gas mass density
from z∼4 to z∼0.3. These studies have revealed that
the cosmic molecular gas mass density closely matches the
evolution of the cosmic SFRD, which implies that the average
star formation efficiency in galaxies did not significantly
evolve with redshift. Naturally, these studies also suffer from a
number of limitations, particularly their dependencies on the
assumed CO excitation and CO-to-H2 conversion factors. To
alleviate some of these uncertainties, independent constraints
on the cosmic gas mass density using dust-based gas mass
estimates are needed. These studies would simultaneously
measure the redshift evolution of the cosmic dust mass density
in galaxies, which to date remains only sparsely constrained
(e.g., Dunne et al. 2003, 2011; Driver et al. 2018; Pozzi et al.
2019). This latter measurement would be instrumental for the
growing number of galaxy evolution models that self-
consistently track the production and destruction of dust (e.g.,
Popping et al. 2017; Aoyama et al. 2018; Davé et al. 2019;
Vijayan et al. 2019).
As part of the ASPECS LP, we obtained the deepest

ALMA 1.2 mm continuum map of the Hubble Ultra Deep
Field (HUDF; 1σ sensitivity of 9.5 μJy beam−1; area of
4.2 arcmin2; Walter et al. 2016; González-López et al. 2020).
The wavelength of this survey probes the Rayleigh–Jeans dust
emission of galaxies up to z∼4, and is thus ideal to measure
the dust and implied gas mass of high-redshift galaxies using
Scoville et al. (2016)’s method. In addition, because this is
a blind survey, it provides an unbiased view of the observed-
frame 1.2 mm emission from all galaxies29 within the
comoving volume probed by our map. Although a fraction of
this 1.2 mm emission is included in individual detections, a
large portion could reside below our detection threshold, even
in the case of this deep 1.2 mm map. Fortunately, the HUDF is
one of the best studied extragalactic regions in the sky. It thus
benefits from a remarkable wealth of ancillary data, providing a
unique opportunity to build a stellar mass-complete sample of
galaxies down to, e.g., ∼ 108Me and ∼ 108.9Me at z∼0.4
and 3, respectively (e.g., Mortlock et al. 2015). Knowing
a priori the positions of this stellar mass-complete sample of
galaxies, we can thus sum up their 1.2 mm emission within a

29 The only exception being galaxies with very extended emission (10″),
which could be missed by our observations due to the lack of very short
baselines. However, such extended emission would only be associated to low-
redshift galaxies (z0.1) which are not studied in the present paper.
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given comoving volume, irrespective of their individual
detectability in our 1.2 mm map. Converting this 1.2 mm
emission per unit comoving volume into dust and gas masses,
assuming Tdust=25 K (Scoville et al. 2016) and the local gas-
to-dust mass ratio relation (Leroy et al. 2011), we can measure
the cosmic dust and gas mass densities of all the known
galaxies in the HUDF above a given stellar mass and as a
function of look-back time; i.e., ρdust(M*>M, z) and
r >M M z,gas *( ). These measurements provide constraints for
galaxy evolution models and complement those inferred from
the ASPECS-CO survey (Decarli et al. 2016, 2019).

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we
present the ASPECS LP 1.2 mm continuum map. In Section 3,
we summarize the ancillary data used in this study and the
build-up of our stellar mass-complete sample of galaxies. In
Section 4, we present the method that we used to measure the
cosmic dust and gas mass densities through stacking of the
ASPECS LP 1.2 mm map. In Sections 5 and 6, we present
the main results of this study; i.e., the evolution of cosmic dust
and gas mass densities as a function of stellar mass and look-
back time. In Section 7, we compare these results with outputs
from simulations and discuss some of the implications for
galaxy evolution models. Finally, we present our conclusions
in Section 8.

Throughout this paper, we assume a ΛCDM cosmology,
adopting H0=67.8 (km s−1)Mpc−1, ΩM=0.308 and
ΩΛ=0.692 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016). At z=1, 1″
corresponds to 8.229 kpc. A Chabrier (2003) initial mass
function (IMF) is used for all stellar masses quoted in this
article.

2. Data

The ASPECS LP 1.2 mm survey covers 4.2arcmin2 in the
HUDF, centered at α=3h 32m 38 5, δ=−27° 47′ 00″
(J2000; 2016.1.00324.L). The survey strategy, and also the
data calibration and imaging are described in detail by
González-López et al. (2020). Here, we only summarize the
most important information.

The ASPECS LP 1.2 mm continuum map was obtained by
combining eight spectral tunings that cover most of the ALMA
band 6. The mosaic consists of 85 pointings and is Nyquist-
sampled at all wavelengths. The data was calibrated with the
Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA; McMullin
et al. 2007) calibration pipeline using the script provided by the
Joint ALMA Observatory (JAO). Imaging was also done in
CASA using the multi-frequency synthesis algorithm imple-
mented within the task TCLEAN, which combines all pointings
together down to a primary beam (PB) gain of 0.1. We used
natural weighting and “cleaned” down to 20 μJy beam−1 all
sources with a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) greater than 5. The
synthesized beam has a full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of 1 53×1 08 at a position angle of −84°. The mosaic
covers 2.9 and 4.2 arcmin2 of the HUDF, within a combined
PB coverage30 of 50% and 10%, respectively. The deepest
region in the map (i.e., with a combined PB coverage 90%)
has an rms of 9.5 μJy beam−1. Where the combined PB
coverage is better than 75% (i.e., the region of interest of our
study; see Section 4.2), we detected 22 galaxies with a S/N
greater than 3 and a “Fidelity” factor greater than 0.5.

3. Sample

The ASPECS LP 1.2 mm survey covers most of the Hubble
eXtremely Deep Field (XDF; Koekemoer et al. 2013; Illing-
worth et al. 2013), which is itself located within the HUDF
(Beckwith et al. 2006). This is one of the best studied
extragalactic regions in the sky, and thereby benefits from a
remarkable wealth of ancillary data. The compilation of our
master catalog of galaxies and the modeling of their spectral
energy distribution (SED) are described by Decarli et al. (2019)
and Boogaard et al. (2019), respectively. Here, we summarize
the most important information.
In the XDF, the bulk of the optical and near-infrared

observations comes from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) as
part of the Cosmic Assembly Near-infrared Deep Extragalactic
Legacy Survey (CANDELS; Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer
et al. 2011) and the HUDF09 (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2011) and
HUDF12 (Koekemoer et al. 2013) surveys. These observations
were obtained with the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) at
optical wavelengths and with the Wide Field Camera 3
(WFC3) in the near-infrared (NIR). By combining all of the
HST observations, Skelton et al. (2014) performed a multi-
wavelength photometric analysis, which also included publicly
available ground-based optical/NIR (see Skelton et al. 2014,
and reference therein) and also Spitzer-IRAC images (Labbé
et al. 2015). Complemented with Spitzer MIPS–24 μm photo-
metry from Whitaker et al. (2014), this constitutes our master
photometric catalog. This provides measurements in >30 broad
and medium bands for 1481 sources in the region of interest in
the XDF; i.e., where the combined PB coverage of the ASPECS
LP 1.2 mm survey is better than 75% (see Section 4.2).
The spectroscopic redshifts of 443 of these galaxies were

obtained from a variety of studies: the MUSE Hubble Ultra
Deep Survey (Bacon et al. 2017; Inami et al. 2017); HST
grism spectroscopy in the optical (Xu et al. 2007) and in the
NIR (3D-HST survey; Momcheva et al. 2016); and spectro-
scopic compilations from Le Fèvre et al. (2005), Coe et al.
(2006), Skelton et al. (2014), and Morris et al. (2015). For
galaxies with no available spectroscopic redshift, we use
photometric redshifts determined in Skelton et al. (2014) by
means of the EAZY code, with a typical uncertainty,
s - +z z z1phot spec spec[ ∣ ∣ ( )], of 0.010, and only 5.4% of
objects with - + >z z z1 0.1phot spec spec∣ ∣ ( ) .
The stellar mass of each galaxy was obtained by modeling

their SED, using the high-redshift extension of the MAGPHYS
code (da Cunha et al. 2008, 2015). We used the galaxy’s
photometry between 0.37 and 8.0 μm, as well as their 1.2 mm
flux density (or upper limit). These stellar masses are on
average ∼0.2 dex larger than those measured by Skelton et al.
(2014) using the FAST code. We verified that our results on the
cosmic dust and gas mass densities remain unchanged—they
simply shifted toward lower stellar masses, while using the
stellar masses of Skelton et al. (2014).
From this master catalog, we kept only the 555 galaxies with

an observed total31 H-band magnitude brighter than 27, of
which 281 had a spectroscopic redshift. This NIR selection was
chosen because the observed-frame H-band luminosity of a
galaxy is known to correlate with its stellar mass up to z∼3
(Figure 1). Furthermore, in our master catalog, the H-band
magnitude distribution (i.e., number of galaxies per bin of

30 This corresponds to the “.pb” array output by the task TCLEAN when used in
“mosaic” mode.

31 We refer the reader to Skelton et al. (2014) for details on how these “total”
H-band magnitudes were measured.
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magnitude) peaks at H=27 and rapidly decreases toward
fainter magnitudes. This rapid decrease at H> 27 suggests that
at such faint magnitudes, our catalog is affected by large
photometric incompleteness. We thus restricted our analysis to
sources with H� 27. This H�27 selection also ensured that
the number of broad and medium bands available for each
source was high enough ( -

+15 7
8, median and 16th and 84th

percentiles) for accurate SED modeling and thus stellar mass
estimates.

In the last step, we determined down to which stellar masses
our H-band-selected galaxy sample can be considered stellar
mass-complete. To this end, we used the empirical approach
described in Schreiber et al. (2015). For each redshift bin of
interest, we fitted the correlation between the observed-frame
H-band (1.6 μm) luminosities of galaxies and their stellar
masses (derived as described above) with a simple power law;
i.e., M*= aCL (Figure 1). Then, we estimated the scatter
around this correlation, which is caused by differences of age,
attenuation and k-correction between these galaxies. Finally,
for a given redshift bin, the stellar mass-completeness limit was
set by the stellar mass corresponding to the H-band luminosity
cut plus the 1σ dispersion of the -m +L Mz1.6 m 1 *( ) relation. At
this stellar mass-completeness limit, only 16% of galaxies are
expected to be missed because of our H�27 selection

criterion, while this percentage drops rapidly to 0% toward
higher stellar masses (see open symbols in Figure 1). At
z3.2, because the H-band probes rest wavelengths that are
shorter than 4000Å (i.e., Balmer break), the observed-frame H-
band luminosity of a galaxy no longer correlates strongly with
its stellar mass (Figure 1). At these redshifts, our H-band-
selected sample cannot be considered as stellar mass-selected
and therefore stellar mass-complete.
We note that while the observed-frame IRAC luminosities of

galaxies correlate in principle better with their stellar masses
than the observed-frame H-band luminosities, IRAC observa-
tions in the XDF do not provide stellar mass-complete samples
as deep as those provided by the H-band. To illustrate this
point, we plot in Figure 1 the locus of all galaxies detected by
IRAC at 5.8 μm within our region of interest in the XDF,
including those not detected in the H-band (2 galaxies) and to
which we artificially attributed an observed-frame H-band
luminosity of 107 Le. IRAC 5.8 μm selected galaxies are
associated with the brightest and most massive galaxies in our
H-band-selected catalog. At z<3, only one IRAC 5.8 μm
selected galaxies is missed by our H-band selection, which has
a stellar mass below our stellar mass completeness limit. This
supports the assumption that the observed-frame H-band
luminosity of a galaxy is a good proxy of its stellar mass up

Figure 1. Correlation in different redshift bins between the stellar mass and observed-frame H-band luminosity of our H-band-selected galaxies (i.e., H � 27; filled
circles; 555 galaxies; green filled circles represent galaxies individually detected at 1.2 mm—21 galaxies, while the red filled circles are galaxies undetected at 1.2 mm
—534 galaxies). Open circles present galaxies within the XDF but with H > 27, blue squares show galaxies detected by IRAC at 5.8 μm. For galaxies detected by
IRAC at 5.8 μm but not detected in the H-band (2 galaxies), we artificially set their observed-frame H-band luminosity to 107 Le. The shaded areas define the range of
our H = 27 selection limit at the lowest and highest redshift of each bin. The black lines are the best-fit relations, while the dashed lines show their 1σ dispersion.
The thick-black vertical lines correspond to the stellar mass-completeness limits of our H-band-selected sample, defined at the intersection between our H-band
selection limits at the highest redshift of the bin (upper horizontal boundary of the gray-shaded area) and the lower lσ boundary of the best-fit relation. The thin dotted
lines show the one-to-one relation. At z3.2, the observed-frame H-band luminosities of galaxies do not strongly correlate with their stellar masses, as expected (see
text). Thus, at these redshifts, our H-band-selected sample cannot be considered as stellar mass-selected and therefore stellar mass-complete.
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to z<3, and that in the XDF, a H-band-selected catalog has a
much lower stellar mass-completeness limits than an IRAC
5.8 μm selected catalog. Repeating this analysis with IRAC
3.6 μm leads to the same conclusions, though with stellar mass-
completeness limits getting closer to that of our H-band-
selected catalog.

To verify that up to z∼3 our H-band-selected catalog was
indeed “complete” down to our stellar mass-completeness
limits, we measured the stellar mass functions by counting the
number of galaxies in bins of redshifts and stellar masses,
normalized by the volume probed by the XDF. Down to our
stellar mass-completeness limits, these stellar mass functions
agree, within the uncertainties, with the fits inferred by
Mortlock et al. (2015) and Davidzon et al. (2017) in the
CANDELS and COSMOS fields, respectively.

Finally, we verified that our catalog did not miss any obvious
dust emitters; i.e., galaxies already detected by the ASPECS LP
1.2 mm survey but not in our H-band selected sample. There
are 22 galaxies detected by González-López et al. (2020) in the
ASPECS LP 1.2 mm continuum map where the combined PB
coverage is better than 75% (i.e., the region of interest of our
study; see Section 4.2). Among these sources, 21 have a
counterpart in our H-band selected catalog within the
synthesized beam of the ASPECS observations (i.e., a radius
of 0 6). The remaining source is one of the faintest sources
detected by González-López et al. (2020), who also reported no
clear NIR counterpart. Assuming that this source is real and at a
redshift of z∼0.45, z∼0.80, z∼1.30, z∼1.95, z∼2.75,
z∼3.9 or z∼5, then it would increase the cosmic dust mass

densities inferred here by ∼50%, 10%, 3%, 3%, 3%, 10%,
15%, respectively; i.e., well within our total uncertainties (see
Table 1). For the cosmic gas mass densities, the impact of this
source would depend on its stellar mass: assuming
M*=109.5Me, this implies upwards corrections by ∼40%,
10%, 6%, 6%, 6%, 10%, 40%, respectively; while assuming
M*=1010.5Me, this implies upwards corrections by ∼30%,
7%, 4%, 4%, 4%, 5%, 16%, respectively. However, because
this source is very faint and on the lower end of the S/N (=4.1)
and “Fidelity” (=0.78) selection criteria of González-López
et al. (2020), it could well be a spurious source (i.e., positive
noise peak in the ASPECS LP 1.2 mm survey).

4. Method

By combining our stellar mass-complete galaxy sample with
our deep ASPECS LP 1.2 mm survey, we can measure in several
redshift bins the total dust and gas mass contained in these
galaxies and from that infer their cosmic dust and gas mass
densities, knowing the comoving volume probed by our survey.
In this section, we first summarize the method used to convert
observed-frame 1.2 mm flux densities into dust and gas masses.
We follow by describing the method used to infer the cosmic dust
and gas mass densities from these galaxies through stacking.

4.1. Measuring Mdust and Mgas from S1.2mm

In the optically thin approximation, which is almost always
valid at the long wavelengths probed by our observations, the
dust mass (Mdust in Me) of a galaxy can be inferred using its

Table 1
Cosmic Dust Mass Density in Galaxies in Different Redshift Bins and Above a Given Stellar Mass; i.e., r >M M z,dust *( )

r >M M z,dust *( )
Redshift [×105 Me Mpc−3]

Bin > M108
 >108.5 Me >109 Me >109.5 Me >1010 Me >1010.5 Me >1011 Me

Nb=8 Nb=3 Nb=2 Nb=1
0.3�z<0.6 1.1±0.8 (0.5) 1.0±0.7 (0.3) 0.8±0.6 (0.2) 0.3±0.3 (0.2) L L L

-
+1.2 0.5

0.6[ ] -
+0.5 0.2

0.3[ ] -
+0.2 0.1

0.3[ ]

Nb=50 Nb=30 Nb=18 Nb=12 Nb=8 Nb=2
< z0.6 1.0 L 3.0±0.9 (0.7) 2.7±0.8 (0.6) 1.9±0.7 (0.4) 1.4±0.6 (0.3) 0.6±0.3 (0.3) 0.2±0.2 (0.1)

-
+3.3 1.2

1.6[ ] -
+2.6 0.6

0.7[ ] -
+1.4 0.6

0.4[ ]

Nb=100 Nb=48 Nb=27 Nb=13 Nb=6 Nb=2
< z1.0 1.6 L 4.7±1.4 (0.5) 4.3±1.3 (0.3) 4.2±1.3 (0.3) 3.1±1.3 (0.2) 2.4±1.2 (0.1) 1.6±1.2 (0.07)

-
+4.3 1.4

1.8[ ] -
+4.2 1.3

1.1[ ] -
+3.6 1.3

1.1[ ]

Nb=27 Nb=15 Nb=10 Nb=4
< z1.6 2.3 L L 3.5±1.1 (0.2) 3.3±1.1 (0.1) 3.0±1.1 (0.1) 2.1±1.0 (0.07) L

-
+4.0 1.3

1.5[ ] -
+3.6 1.0

0.9[ ] -
+2.6 0.1

0.9[ ]

Nb=27 Nb=15 Nb=8 Nb=2
< z2.3 3.2 L L 3.1±1.1 (0.2) 3.0±1.1 (0.1) 2.9±1.1 (0.1) 1.1±0.8 (0.04) L

-
+3.8 1.2

2.3[ ] -
+3.2 0.7

0.9[ ] -
+2.1 0.4

0.6[ ]

< z3.2 4.5 Nb=44 0.6±0.2 (0.1)
< z4.5 5.5 Nb=9 0.05±0.07 (0.07)

Note. The total uncertainties correspond to the quadratic sum of the measurement uncertainties (sr
m) and the Poissonian uncertainties (sr

Poisson). The measurement
uncertainties are provided in parentheses and should be used to assess the detection significance in the stacked stamps. Nb gives the number of stacked galaxies. In
squared brackets, we provide the cosmic dust mass densities inferred by fitting the variation of r >M M z,dust *( ) using the SMF of Mortlock et al. (2015) and solving
for fdust assuming = = ´f M M A M M10 B

dust dust
10.7

* ( ) (see Section 5.2). At 3.2�z<4.5 and 4.5�z<5.5, where the sample cannot be considered as stellar
mass-selected, we summed the contribution of all galaxies with H�27, irrespective of their stellar masses. Differential measurements can be inferred by subtracting
accordingly the values of interest.
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(sub)millimeter flux density ( nS obs in Jy) at the observed-frame
frequency, n n= + z1obs rest ( ), following, for example,
Kovács et al. (2010),

k
n
n

=
´

+
n

n n

b-
M

S D

z B T

5.03 10

1
, 1dust

31
L
2

4
obs

0

rest

obs

obs 0

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

· ·
( ) · ( ) ·

· ( )

where nB Tobsobs ( ) is Planck’s blackbody function in Jy sr−1 at
the observed-frame temperature Tobs in Kelvin, which relates to
the rest-frame temperature T as = +T T z1obs ( ), DL is the
luminosity distance in meter, β is the dust emissivity spectral
index and kn0 is the photon cross-section to mass ratio of dust
(in m2 kg−1) at rest-frequency n0.

As advocated by Scoville et al. (2016), we used a mass-
weighted mean dust temperature of á ñ = =T T 25M K. This is
the mass-dominant dust component of the ISM of galaxies and
accounts for the bulk of their Rayleigh–Jeans dust emission
(Scoville et al. 2016). Part of the dust in the ISM can (and will)
be at higher temperatures but only in localized regions with a
negligible contribution to the global dust mass and Rayleigh–
Jeans emission. A value of 25 K is supported by Herschel-
based studies of local and high-redshift galaxies, which find a
range of ~T 15 35 K– (Dunne et al. 2011; Dale et al. 2012;
Auld et al. 2013; Magnelli et al. 2014). It is further supported at
high redshift by the recent work of Kaasinen et al. (2019),
which compared CO-based and dust-based gas measurements
at ~z 2. Note that in the Rayleigh–Jeans tail probed by our
observations, dust mass estimates vary as -T 1. Thus, a dust
temperature range of ~T 15 35 K– implies a systematic
uncertainty for our dust masses of 25%–50%.

As suggested by Scoville et al. (2016), we used b = 1.8,
which corresponds to the Galactic measurement made by the
Planck Collaboration et al. (2011) and is well within the range
observed in high-redshift star-forming galaxies (e.g., Chapin
et al. 2009; Magnelli et al. 2012a). Varying β within the range
predicted by most theoretical models—i.e., β=1.5–2.0
(Draine 2011)—does not impact our results significantly.
Indeed, our dust mass estimates would simply be multiplied
by 0.99 (1.00), 1.06 (0.96), 1.14 (0.91), 1.23 (0.87) and 1.32
(0.83), at ~z 0.45, ~z 0.80, ~z 1.30, ~z 1.95, and
~z 2.75, while using b = 1.5 2.0( ) instead of b = 1.8,

respectively. Finally, we adopted k =n 0.04310 m2 kg−1 with
n = 352.60 GHz (i.e., 850 μm; Li & Draine 2001). Interest-
ingly, assuming a typical gas-to-dust mass ratio of 100, this
dust mass absorption cross section is within a few percent of
the “ISM” mass absorption cross section calibrated by Scoville
et al. (2016; i.e, their a m850 m).

Finally, following da Cunha et al. (2013), we corrected our
dust mass measurements for the effect of the cosmic
microwave background (CMB), which temperature increases
as = ´ +T z z2.73 1CMB( ) ( ). First, the CMB acts as an
additional source of heating of the mass-dominant dust
component of galaxies, increasing its temperature from 25 K
at z=0 to 25.3 K at z=5 (Equation (12) of da Cunha et al.
2013). Second, the CMB acts as a background against which
we make our measurements, implying an underestimation of
the intrinsic flux densities of galaxies (Equation (18) of da
Cunha et al. 2013). Although taken into account, these effects
have a relatively minor impact on our results because they yield
upward corrections of our measurements by only 1.01, 1.02,
1.03, 1.04, and 1.07, at ~z 0.45, ~z 0.80, ~z 1.30,
~z 1.95, and ~z 2.75, respectively. At z=3.9 and

z=5.0, where our sample cannot be considered as stellar
mass complete, these CMB corrections have a value of 1.12
and 1.20, respectively.
Dust masses can be converted into gas masses, assuming a

gas-to-dust mass ratio, which can be a function of metallicity
(e.g., Leroy et al. 2011; Eales et al. 2012; Magdis et al. 2012;
Magnelli et al. 2012b; Santini et al. 2014; Genzel et al. 2015;
Scoville et al. 2016; Tacconi et al. 2018). As in Tacconi et al.
(2018), we used a gas-to-dust mass ratio (dGDR) that correlates
nearly linearly with metallicity and is equal to 100 at solar
metallicity, + =12 log O H 8.67[ ( )] ; i.e.,

d = = + - + -M

M
10 , 2GDR

gas

dust

2 0.85 12 log O H 8.67PP04 ( )( ·( ( ) ))

where +12 log O H PP04( ) is the gas phase metallicity adopting
the Pettini & Pagel (2004) scale. As already mentioned, at solar
metallicity (i.e., d = 100GDR ), the combination of Equations (1)
and (2) is equivalent to the method advocated by Scoville et al.
(2016) for massive galaxies. In Equation (2), Mgas includes both
the molecular (H2) and atomic (H I) phases and a standard 36%
mass fraction correction to account for helium. Equation (2)
also accounts for the molecular phase that is fully molecular in
H2 but dissociated in CO (the so-called CO-dark phase; see
Leroy et al. 2011).
The metallicity of our galaxies is inferred using the stellar

mass–metallicity relation following Tacconi et al. (2018),

+ = - ´ -
=
= + ´ + - ´ +

a M b
a

b z z

12 log O H 0.087 log , with
8.74, and

10.4 4.46 log 1 1.78 log 1 .
3

PP04
2

2

*( ) ( ( ) )

( ) ( ( )
( )

We note that while the dGDR–metallicity relation is believed to
be nearly linear at ~z 0 down to + ~12 log O H 7.9( )
(Leroy et al. 2011; Rémy-Ruyer et al. 2014), at lower
metallicities observations suggest that this relation might
follow a steeper power-law (∼3; Rémy-Ruyer et al. 2014,
see also Coogan et al. 2019), yielding larger gas masses per
unit dust mass. In our sample, galaxies with stellar masses close
to our stellar mass-completeness limits have metallicities in the
range 7.7–7.9. Consequently, their gas mass could be under-
estimated by a factor of a few when using Equation (2).
However, the metallicity at which this transition takes place is
very uncertain (7.94±0.47; Rémy-Ruyer et al. 2014) and
could be irrelevant for our galaxies. The effect of such steep
dGDR–metallicity relation at very low metallicities on the
inferred cosmic gas mass densities is further discussed in
Section 6.1.

4.2. Stacking Analysis

We can measure the total observed-frame 1.2 mm flux
density of a galaxy population knowing their positions within
our survey. To this end, we can start by creating stamps of the
ASPECS LP 1.2 mm survey centered around each of these
galaxies. Then, for a given redshift bin and stellar mass range
of interest, we can stack these stamps together, obtaining
thereby at the center of this stacked stamp the total emission of
a given galaxy population at 1.2 mm. Finally, using the
comoving volume probed by our survey in this redshift bin, this
total emission can be converted into comoving dust and gas
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mass densities by applying the equations given in Section 4.1.
However, to obtain robust measurements out of this relatively
straightforward methodology, precautions must be taken,
which are summarized below.

As a first step, to account for the different astrometric
solution between the ALMA data and optical/NIR data in the
XDF, we applied an astrometry offset (ΔR.A.=+0.076″,
Δdecl.=−0.279″) to all of the positions in our master catalog
(Rujopakarn et al. 2016; Dunlop et al. 2017; Cibinel et al.
2017; Franco et al. 2018; Decarli et al. 2019).

We then restricted our analysis to the region of the XDF
where the combined PB coverage of the ASPECS LP 1.2 mm
survey is better than 75%. This ensures that our stacking
analysis does not include the relatively noisy edges of the
survey. The surface area of the ASPECS LP 1.2 mm survey
with a combined PB coverage �75% is 2.27 arcmin2. This is
the surface area that we used to compute the comoving volume
probed by the survey in a given redshift bin.

For galaxies that are individually detected (see Section2 and
González-López et al. 2020) by the ASPECS LP 1.2 mm
survey, stamps were cut out from the “clean” band 6 continuum
mosaic. For galaxies undetected by the survey, stamps were cut
out from the “residual” mosaic; i.e., the “clean” mosaic where
detected sources were removed using the “clean” synthesized
beam (a 2D Gaussian approximation of the synthesized beam
created by the task TCLEAN). This ensures that we do not count
the flux density of detected galaxies several times in the
stacking analysis (for stacked sources within 1″–2″ from a
detected source) and that the background of our stacked stamps
is not dominated by individually detected sources (for stack
sources within 2″–10″ from a detected source). However, we
verified that consistent results are found when stamps for
undetected sources were instead cut from the “clean” mosaic.
The size of each stamp is 20″ ´ 20″, which allows for an
ample number of independent beams in the stacked stamps,
crucial for accurate noise estimates. Note that even at the depth
of the ASPECS LP 1.2 mm survey, confusion noise is
negligible (González-López et al. 2020).

The conversion of the observed-frame 1.2 mm flux density
of a galaxy into its dust and gas masses (see Equations (1)–(3))
depends on its redshift and metallicity (and thus stellar mass).
Therefore, before proceeding with the stacking, we converted
each galaxy stamp from Jy beam−1 to comoving Mdust or Mgas
density units. To this end, we simply applied the conversion
factors to each pixel, normalized by the comoving volume
probed by the survey in the redshift bin of interest. The final
stacked stamps are thus directly in units of M Mpc−3 beam−1.

The signal in the stacked stamps was measured as follows.
First, we measured at their center the signal within an aperture
with a 0.6×FWHMbeam radius, optimized for point-source
detection (i.e., equivalent to a matched filter). This signal (Saper)
was then compared to the noise (Naper), defined as the standard
deviation of the signal distribution within 200 apertures
randomly positioned in the stacked stamp. If S N 5aper aper ,
then we fitted the stacked stamp with a 2D Gaussian function.
The amplitude (Afit), as well as the minor (qmin

fit ) and major
(qmaj

fit ) FWHM of this 2D Gaussian function centered on the
stacked stamp were left as free parameters, accommodating
thereby any possible astrometric mismatch between the near-
infrared and millimeter centers of these galaxies. The comoving
mass density (i.e., rdust or rgas, depending on which conversion
was applied beforehand to the 1.2 mm stacked stamps) and its

associated measurement uncertainty (sr
m) were then derived

using the standard formulae,

r r
q q

q q
=-M Aor Mpc , 4dust gas

3
fit

min
fit

maj
fit

min
beam

maj
beam

[ ] ·
·
·

( )

s s
q q

q q
=r

-M Mpc , 5m 3
pixel

min
fit

maj
fit

min
beam

maj
beam

[ ] ·
·
·

( )

where qmin
beam and qmaj

beam are the minor and major FWHM of the
synthesized beam; and spixel is the standard deviation of the
stacked stamp pixel distribution.
In stacked stamps where <S N 5aper aper , the comoving mass

density (rdust or rgas) was instead given by the total signal in an
aperture with a 1.0×FWHMbeam radius, divided by the area
of the synthesized beam in units of pixel; and sr

m was given by
the standard deviation of the signal distribution within 200
apertures randomly positioned in the stacked stamp, divided by
the area of the synthesized beam in units of pixel. This
particular radius was chosen to be large enough to encompass
the total signal in the stacked stamp and to provide consistent
signal measurements with respect to our 2D Gaussian fits when
applied on clear detections (i.e., when >S N 5aper aper ).
The total uncertainty (sr

tot) was defined as the quadratic sum
of the measurement uncertainty (sr

m) and the Poissonian
uncertainty (sr

Poisson). The former accounts for the noise in
the stacked stamp (i.e., detection significance), while the latter
accounts for the uncertainty due to the low number of galaxies
stacked in each bin (i.e., µ Nb1 ).
We performed the stacking analysis in five redshift bins

in which our galaxies can be considered as stellar mass-
selected; i.e., < z0.3 0.6, < z0.6 1.0, < z1.0 1.6,

< z1.6 2.3, and < z2.3 3.2 (Section 3 and Figure 1).
These redshift bins were chosen to sample the cosmic history
with a reasonably large number of sources (>8) per < 2 Gyr
look-back time intervals. In these redshift bins, we stacked all
galaxies with a stellar mass greater than a given threshold,
starting at M1011

 and decreasing it in steps of 0.5 dex down to
our stellar mass-completeness limit.
The stacked stamps obtained for the dust are shown in

Figure 2, while the measured cosmic dust and gas mass
densities—i.e., r >M M z,dust *( ) and r >M M z,gas *( )—and
associated uncertainties are given in Tables 1 and 2.
From right to left in Figure 2, the stack stamps include ever

less massive galaxies. Because these are cumulative stacked
stamps, individual panels are not independent. At >z 0.6, the
stacking analysis yields significant detections ( sr5 m) for most
stellar mass thresholds down to our stellar mass-completeness
limits. At < z0.3 0.6, the stacking analysis mostly yields
tentative detections ( s< r3 m) but these measurements provide
meaningful constraints on the cosmic dust mass density at this
redshift and above these stellar mass thresholds (see Section 5.1).
Note that the counter-intuitive increase in detection significance
from < z0.3 0.6 (top row in Figure 2) to < z2.3 3.2
(bottom row) is due to (i) the intrinsically lower dust mass
content in low-redshift galaxies (see Section 5.1); (ii) the smaller
cosmic volume and thus the fewer number of galaxies in the
lower redshift bins (see Figure 1); and (iii) to the fact that on the
Rayleigh–Jeans tail and at a given observed wavelength, low-
redshift galaxies are not significantly brighter per unit dust mass
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than high-redshift galaxies because of the so-called negative K-
correction (see, e.g., Figure 2 in Scoville et al. 2016).

At >z 3.2, where the sample cannot be considered as stellar
mass-complete, we divided it into two redshift bins, 3.2
<z 4.5 and < z4.5 5.5, and stacked all galaxies with
H 27 (see Figure 2). Due to stellar mass-incompleteness,

these measurements only provide upper limits on the cosmic
dust and gas mass densities in galaxies at these redshifts.
However, because our 1.2 mm to gas mass conversion requires
accurate metallicity and consequently stellar mass measure-
ments, the inferred upper limits on the cosmic gas mass density
at >z 3.2 are affected by systematics not included in our total
uncertainties.

Figure 3 shows the differential stacked stamps for the dust;
i.e., the cosmic dust mass density in galaxies in a given redshift
and stellar mass bins, r Î M M z0.25dex ,dust *( [ ] ). In most
redshift bins, we obtain significant detections for our massive
stellar mass bins while low-mass galaxies are mostly
undetected. This implies that, at our stellar mass-completeness
limits, the significant detections observed in our cumulative
stacked stamps are dominated by the contribution of massive
galaxies ( - M109.5 10

). The fact that M109.5
 galaxies only

mildly contribute to the cosmic dust (and gas) mass density in
galaxies is the main result of the paper (see also Dunlop et al.
2017) and is further illustrated and discussed in Sections 5 and
6. We note that in fact at < z0.3 0.6, < z0.6 1.0,

Figure 2. 16″×16″ zoom-in on the cumulative stacked stamps corresponding to the comoving dust mass density in galaxies in different redshift bins and above a
given stellar mass; i.e., ρdust (M*>M, z). Because these are cumulative stacked stamps, individual panels are not independent. To ease the assessment of the detection
significance, the color-scale of each stamp is set to vary as S Npix pix, where Spix is the pixel signal and Npix is the standard deviation of the pixel distribution (both in
units of Me Mpc−3 beam−1). The number of sources stacked (Nb) is indicated in each stamp, while in parenthesis is the number of sources among them which are
individually detected at 1.2 mm. At z<3.2, we only show stellar masses not affected by incompleteness (see Figure 1). At z>3.2, where our H-band-selected
sample cannot be considered as stellar mass-selected, we stacked all z>3.2 galaxies together, irrespective of their stellar masses.
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< z1.0 1.6, < z1.6 2.3, and < z2.3 3.2, the sources
individually detected in the ASPECS LP 1.2 mm map
contribute for about 30%, 20%, 70%, 80%, and 80% of the
cumulative measurements at our stellar mass-completeness
limits, respectively.

Finally, to check the robustness of these results, we repeated
these measurements using a bootstrap analysis. For this, we made
200 realizations of the stacking analysis, using for each realization
a different sample, drawn from the original one, with the same
number of sources but allowing for replacement (i.e., a galaxy can
be picked several times). We found that the mean values and
standard deviations over these 200 realizations were fully consistent
with the values and total uncertainties quoted in Tables 1 and 2.
Using the same approach, we also test our method against
positional offset between the H-band and 1.2mm emission. In each
bootstrap iteration, we randomly draw the position of each sources
within 2D Gaussian functions centered on their original position
and with a standard deviation of 0. 6 (typical H-band to ALMA
offset for ~z 2 star-forming galaxies; Elbaz et al. 2018). Again,
the mean values and standard deviations inferred over these 200
realizations were fully consistent with those quoted in Tables 1 and
2. As a last sanity check, we randomized the position of the
galaxies in the sample and repeated the stacking analysis. We only
obtained non-detections.

5. The Cosmic Dust Mass Density in Galaxies

5.1. r >M M z,dust *( ) versus M*

The evolution of the comoving dust mass density in
galaxies with stellar masses >M, i.e., r >M M z,dust *( ), as
derived from the stacking above, is shown in Figure 4 and
tabulated in Table 1. At >z 0.6, r >M M z,dust *( ) grows
rapidly as M decreases down to ~ M1010

, but this growth
significantly slows down as M decreases to even lower stellar

masses. At <z 0.6, the measurements are unfortunately too
uncertain to fully confirm the existence of such a trend. The
flattening of r >M M z,dust *( ) at low M, which happens
well above our stellar mass-completeness limits, implies that:
(i) at our stellar mass-completeness limits our analysis
already accounts for most of the dust in the universe
locked in galaxies; and (ii) the contribution of low-mass
galaxies ( - M109.5 10

) to the total cosmic dust mass density
in galaxies becomes rapidly negligible. This latter finding
is clearly illustrated by the differential measurements
(i.e., r Î M M z0.25dex ,dust *( [ ] )), which peaks around

- M1010 10.5
 in most redshift bins. This characteristic stellar

mass of - M1010 10.5
 where most of the dust in galaxies is

locked, is consistent with the characteristic stellar mass of
star-forming galaxies where most of new stars were formed
out to ~z 3 (  M10 ;10.6 0.4

 Karim et al. 2011). From a more
observational point of view, we note that our results are also
consistent with the flattening of the cumulative 1.2 mm
number counts found by González-López et al. (2020) at the
unparalleled depth of the ASPECS LP 1.2 mm survey.
In the sample, about 10%, 20%, 5%, 5%, and 6% of the galaxies

at < z0.3 0.6, < z0.6 1.0, < z1.0 1.6, < z1.6
2.3, and < z2.3 3.2, are classified as quiescent using a standard
UVJ selection method (e.g., Mortlock et al. 2015), respectively.
Excluding these galaxies from the stacking analysis does not
significantly change our r >M M z,dust *( ) estimates. At our stellar
mass-completeness limits, r >M M z,dust *( ) decreases by <5 %
in the first three redshift bins and by ∼13% in the highest two.
Considering that part of this decrease can actually be due to dusty
star-forming galaxies contaminating the quiescent UVJ selection
(Mortlock et al. 2015; Schreiber et al. 2015), we conclude that the
bulk of the dust in galaxies resides in star-forming galaxies.
Given that ours is the first study, to our knowledge, to

constrain the evolution of r >M M z,dust *( ) with stellar mass,

Table 2
Same as Table 1 But for the Cosmic Gas Mass Density in Galaxies

r >M M z,gas *( )
Redshift [×107 Me Mpc−3]

Bin > M108
 > M108.5

 > M109
 > M109.5

 >1010 Me >1010.5 Me >1011 Me

Nb=8 Nb=3 Nb=2 Nb=1
0.3�z<0.6 1.8±1.6 (1.3) 1.4±1.0 (0.4) 1.0±0.8 (0.3) 0.3±0.3 (0.2) L L L

-
+2.0 1.1

1.1[ ] -
+0.8 0.4

0.3[ ] -
+0.2 0.2

0.2[ ]

Nb=50 Nb=30 Nb=18 Nb=12 Nb=8 Nb=2
< z0.6 1.0 L 3.8±1.7 (1.5) 3.3±1.2 (1.0) 2.2±0.8 (0.5) 1.4±0.6 (0.3) 0.6±0.3 (0.2) 0.2±0.2 (0.1)

-
+5.0 2.6

2.1[ ] -
+3.3 1.3

0.8[ ] -
+1.4 0.5

0.5[ ]

Nb=100 Nb=48 Nb=27 Nb=13 Nb=6 Nb=2
< z1.0 1.6 L 6.4±2.0 (1.5) 5.3±1.5 (0.6) 5.1±1.4 (0.4) 3.3±1.2 (0.2) 2.3±1.1 (0.1) 1.5±1.1 (0.07)

-
+5.6 1.7

3.3[ ] -
+5.4 1.4

1.7[ ] -
+4.1 1.7

0.9[ ]

Nb=27 Nb=15 Nb=10 Nb=4
< z1.6 2.3 L L 5.2±1.5 (0.5) 4.5±1.4 (0.3) 3.9±1.3 (0.2) 2.4±1.2 (0.1) L

-
+5.6 1.2

1.8[ ] -
+5.0 0.7

0.9[ ] -
+3.6 0.6

0.8[ ]

Nb=27 Nb=15 Nb=8 Nb=2
< z2.3 3.2 L L 5.6±1.9 (0.5) 5.3±1.8 (0.2) 5.1±1.8 (0.1) 1.4±1.0 (0.04) L

-
+9.2 3.9

2.9[ ] -
+6.6 1.8

0.1[ ] -
+3.5 0.7

0.8[ ]

< z3.2 4.5 Nb=44 2.4±1.6 (1.3)
< z4.5 5.5 Nb=9 1.3±1.8 (1.7)
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we can thus only compare our results to the redshift evolution
of the total rdust in galaxies32 derived by Dunne et al.
(2003, 2011) and Driver et al. (2018). For clarity, in Figure 4
we displayed those rdust measurements at a stellar mass of

M107.6
. Driver et al. (2018) measured the rdust by fitting the

optical-to-far-infrared photometry of 200,000 galaxies using
the energy-balance code MAGPHYS. Although these estimates
relied mostly on dust masses extrapolated from optical dust
extinction due to the relatively limited depth of the Herschel
observations used by Driver et al., they are in very good
agreement with our measurements. Similarly, we find good
agreement with Dunne et al. (2003, 2011), who measured rdust
by integrating dust mass functions constrained from ground-
based single-dish submillimeter observations and assuming
=T 25 K and b = 2. This agreement is somewhat surprising,

considering that the faint-end slopes of these dust mass
functions at high-redshifts were only loosely constrained by
those observations and thus fixed to that observed at <z 0.1.

The flattening of r >M M z,dust *( ) toward low stellar
masses, together with the agreements with the total rdust found

by Dunne et al. (2003, 2011) and Driver et al. (2018), suggest
that at the stellar mass-completeness limits of our study, we
have already accounted for most of the dust in the universe
locked in galaxies.

5.2. The Dust-to-stellar Mass Ratio of Star-forming Galaxies

At a given redshift, the variations of r >M M z,dust *( ) with
M can be modeled using the stellar mass function (i.e., SMF
(M, z)) and the mean dust-to-stellar mass ratio of galaxies (i.e.,
f M z,dust ( )),

òr > = ´
¥

M M z f M z M z dM, , SMF , . 6
M

dust dust*( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Because the SMF of galaxies is well known up to ~z 3 (e.g.,
Mortlock et al. 2015), one can solve for f M z,dust ( ) by fitting
r >M M z,dust *( ). We excluded from the fits the measurements
below our stellar mass-completeness limits and used the SMF
of star-forming galaxies inferred by Mortlock et al. (2015);33

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 but for the differential stacked stamps; i.e., the cosmic dust mass density in galaxies in a given redshift and stellar mass bin,
r Î M M z0.25 dex ,dust *( [ ] ). In the first row, the second and third panels look very similar. It corresponds to a close pair of galaxies, both at z=0.458 and
separated by only 1 7, and falling into different stellar mass bins.

32 As opposed to literature measurements that could include a significant
contribution from the dust in the circumgalactic medium (CGM), such as De
Bernardis & Cooray 2012, Ménard and Fukugita (2012), Thacker et al. (2013).

33 The SMF inferred from our H-band-selected sample is consistent with that
inferred by Mortlock et al. (2015). However, this H-band-selected sample is too
small to robustly re-derive the SMF up to ~z 3. Thus, we instead used that
from Mortlock et al. (2015).
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i.e.,

f=
a+

-M z
M

M
eSMF , ln 10 , 7M M

1

*
*

*⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠( ) · ( ) · · ( )

where f* is the normalization of the Schechter function, M* is
its turnover mass, and α is its low-mass end slope (Table 3).
We did not use the SMF that includes quiescent galaxies
because their contribution to r >M M z,dust *( ) has been shown
to be negligible (see Section 5.1). f M z,dust ( ) is thus the mean
stellar-to-dust mass ratio of star-forming galaxies.

First, we fitted each redshift bin independently, assuming
that f M z,dust ( ) follows a simple power-law,

= ´f M z A
M

M
,

10
, 8

B

dust 10.7

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( )



where the choice of a 1010.7Me normalization allows direct
comparisons with Tacconi et al. (2018). With this parameter-
ization, A has an immediate physical interpretation; i.e., it is the
typical dust-to-stellar mass ratios of star-forming galaxies with
a stellar mass of ´ M5 1010

. The results of these fits are

shown by the black and light gray lines in Figure 4, while the
redshift evolution of A and B are shown by the red circles in
Figure 5. In each redshift bin, our fit provides an accurate
description of our observations, with reduced χ2 in the range
0.5–1.0. The exponent of the dust-to-stellar mass ratio is found
to be negative (B<0) in the first two redshift bins but
becomes positive at higher redshifts. However, the uncertain-
ties associated with these exponents render all of them
consistent with zero at all redshifts.

Figure 4. Comoving dust mass density in galaxies for different redshift bins. Red and dark gray circles correspond to the cosmic dust mass densities in galaxies with
stellar masses >M (i.e., ρdust (M*>M, z); cumulative stacking), above and below our stellar mass-completeness limits (i.e., Mlimit; see Section 3), respectively.
Yellow and light-gray circles show the cosmic dust mass densities in galaxies with stellar masses Î M 0.25 dex[ ] (i.e., r Î M M z0.25 dex , ;dust *( [ ] ) differential
stacking), above and below our stellar mass-completeness limits, respectively. Some of these differential data points have S/N<3 (see Figure 3). The black-solid
lines show the best-fits of ρdust(M*>M, z) using the SMF of Mortlock et al. (2015) and solving for fdust assuming = = ´f M M A M M10 B

dust dust
10.7

* ( ) (see
Section 5.2). The black dashed lines show the best-fits of r >M M z,dust *( ) when all redshift bins are fitted simultaneously solving for fdust assuming

= + ´ + + ´ -f C D z B M Mlog log 1 log 10.7dust *( ) ( ) ( ( ) ) . The light-gray solid and dashed lines show the exact same best-fits but displayed in differential
form; i.e., within stellar mass bins which are 0.5 dex wide. Blue diamonds show predictions for galaxies with >1010 Me using fgas(M, z) for main-sequence galaxies
from Tacconi et al. (2018), the SMF of Mortlock et al. (2015), and assuming a gas-to-dust ratio of 100. Green stars present the total comoving dust mass density in
galaxies measured by Driver et al. (2018), applying the energy-balance code MAGPHYS to hundreds of thousands of galaxies in the GAMA/G10-COSMOS/3D-HST
surveys. The black square show the total comoving dust mass density of galaxies measured by Dunne et al. (2003) using single-dish (sub)millimeter-selected galaxies.

Table 3
The Single Schechter Parameters for the Star-forming Galaxy SMFs, as Found

in Mortlock et al. (2015)

Redshift Bin log M
*

log f* α

< <z0.3 0.5 10.83 −3.31 −1.41
< <z0.5 1.0 10.77 −3.28 −1.45
< <z1.0 1.5 10.64 −3.14 −1.37
< <z1.5 2.0 11.01 −4.05 −1.74
< <z2.0 2.5 10.93 −3.93 −1.77
< <z2.5 3.0 11.08 −4.41 −1.92
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We then solved for f M z,dust ( ) by fitting r >M M z,dust *( )
but fitting all redshift bins simultaneously and assuming that
the exponent does not vary with redshift. For the redshift-
dependent normalization, we used a parameterization suggested
by Tacconi et al. (2018); i.e.,

= + ´ +

+ ´

f M z C D z

B M M

log , log 1

log 10 . 9
dust

10.7

( ( )) ( )
( ( )) ( )

The best-fit is shown by the black dashed lines in Figure 4,
while the corresponding normalization (i.e., = +A Clog( )

´ +D zlog 1 ;( ) with = - -
+C 3.0 0.5

0.3, and = -
+D 2.6 1.1

1.1) and
exponent (i.e., = -

+B 0.1 0.7
1.0) of the dust-to-stellar mass ratio are

shown in Figure 5. This fit accurately described our observa-
tions, with a reduced χ2=1.0. The mean dust-to-stellar mass
ratio in star-forming galaxies is found to significantly vary with
redshift. Taking into account all of the compatible models,
within 1σ with our observations, we found that the mean dust-
to-stellar mass ratio of 1010.7Me star-forming galaxy increases
by at least a factor of 2 and at most a factor of 60 between
z=0.45 and 2.75. Our best-fit implies an increase by a factor
10, which should be compared to the factor 12 increase of the
gas-to-stellar mass ratio found by Tacconi et al. (2018) within
this redshift range.

Finally, from the gas-to-stellar mass ratio of star-forming
galaxies derived in Tacconi et al. (2018), we predicted
r >M M z,dust *( ) at M=1010Me, assuming a gas-to-dust
mass ratio of 100, which is typical for massive galaxies at
z∼0 (Leroy et al. 2011). These predictions are in good

agreement, within the total uncertainties, with our observations,
but in our lowest redshift bin (see blue diamonds in Figure 4).
Thus, even though at high stellar masses our analysis is
affected by the low number of galaxies available within our
pencil-beam survey (i.e., cosmic variance), our measurements
agree with those inferred using larger, more representative
samples of massive star-forming galaxies.

5.3. rdust versus Redshift

The redshift evolution of r >M M z,dust *( ) at our stellar
mass-completeness limits is shown in Figure 6; i.e.,
r >M M z,dust limit*( ). Along with these measurements, we also
included estimates for >M M108

* , >M M109
* , and

>M M1010
* , inferred by fitting r >M M z,dust *( ) in each

redshift bin independently using the method described in
Section 5.2. As advocated in Section 5.1, the total cosmic dust
mass density in galaxies (i.e., rdust) should be well approxi-
mated by these >M M108

*  measurements.
Our analysis suggests that ρdust did not evolve much from

z=2.75 to 1.3 but decreased by a factor ∼3.6(±2.0) from
z=1.3 to 0.45. As noted in Section 5.1 and Figure 4, this
redshift evolution is consistent with that inferred by Dunne
et al. (2003, 2011) and Driver et al. (2018). It also broadly
agrees with recent measurements by Pozzi et al. (2019), which
were obtained using Herschel observations in the COSMOS
field. We only notice a significant disagreement with this later
study at z>2; i.e., a redshift range where their observations
mostly constrain the bright-end slope of the dust mass function.
From z=0.45 to the present time, ρdust did not evolve

significantly, because our z=0.45 measurement is already
equal to the local (z=0.05) cosmic dust mass density in
galaxies constrained by Dunne et al. (2011). We note, however,
that these z<0.45 measurements rely mostly on Herschel-
250 μm observations that probe the dust peak emission of
galaxies, while our measurements rely on their dust Rayleigh–
Jeans emission. These two approaches might thus be affected
by different systematics, which renders their combination
difficult.
From early cosmic time to z∼3, simulations predict a

drastic increase of ρdust (see Section 7.1) but further
investigations are needed to confirm this trend observationally,
such as by using even longer wavelength selected samples (i.e.,
λobs>2 μm) that are still sensitive to stellar masses at these
redshifts.
The redshift evolution of ρdust resembles that of the SFRD

(ρSFR) of the universe (e.g., Madau & Dickinson 2014). To
investigate this further, we show in Figure 6 the redshift
evolution of ρSFR (Madau & Dickinson 2014) scaled assuming
a (molecular) gas depletion time (tdepl=Mgas/SFR) of
570Myr and a gas-to-dust mass ratio (δGDR) of 150, i.e.,

r r d= ´ ´ -t . 10dust SFR depl GDR
1 ( )

These particular values of tdepl and δGDR were chosen because
they are typical for star-forming galaxies at z∼2 with a stellar
mass of 1010.3Me (for tdepl, Tacconi et al. 2018, for δGDR,
Equations (2) and (3)); i.e., the characteristic stellar mass where
most of the dust in galaxies is locked (Section 5.1). While these
predictions describe reasonably well our measurements at
z>0.45, they underestimate the observations at low redshifts.
A flatter evolution of ρdust is predicted and thus a better match
to the low-redshift measurements is obtained, when assuming a

Figure 5. Redshift evolution of the normalization (top panel) and exponent
(bottom panel) of the dust-to-stellar mass ratio of star-forming galaxies
modeled as a simple power-law of the stellar mass (see inset equation). A is the
typical dust-to-stellar mass ratio of star-forming galaxies with a stellar mass of
5×1010Me. Red circles show our constraints while fitting r >M M z,dust *( )
in each redshift bin independently using Equation (6). Dashed lines show our
constraints while fitting all redshift bins simultaneously and modeling the dust-
to-stellar mass ratio as a simple power-law of the stellar mass, with a redshift-
independent exponent and a redshift-dependent normalization (see
Equation (9)). Gray regions present the range of fits compatible within 1σ
with our observations.
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more realistic redshift-dependent gas depletion time (dotted
line in Figure 6), parametrized using the results from Tacconi
et al. (2018) for 1010.3Me star-forming galaxies (i.e.,
tdepl=570Myr at z=2 and 860Myr at z=0). Finally,
assuming both a redshift-dependent depletion time and gas-to-
dust mass ratio (dashed line in Figure 6), we predict an even
flatter evolution of ρdust, which matches reasonably well with
our measurements. This flatter evolution illustrates the fact that
at fix stellar mass (here 1010.3Me), the mean metallicity of
galaxies increases from z∼2 to z∼0 (see Equation (3)),
which implies that their mean gas-to-dust mass ratio decreases
over this redshift range (δGDR=150 at z=2 and δGDR=90
at z=0).

The flat evolution of ρdust at z<0.45 could also in part be
due to the increasing contribution of the atomic phase of the
ISM as we approach z=0. This increasing contribution is not
taken into account by our toy model because the values for tdepl
in Equation (10) were taken from Tacconi et al. (2018) and
only include the molecular gas phase. At low redshifts, a
significant contribution of the dust in the atomic phase to the
total observed dust mass was actually reported by Tacconi et al.
(2018), when comparing CO-based and dust-based gas mass
estimates.

As a final remark, we note that our estimates of ρdust are
affected by cosmic variance, which is only partly included in
the Poissonian uncertainties. Using the method described by
Driver & Robotham (2010), we estimate for our 2.27 arcmin2

survey a fractional cosmic variance uncertainty of 58%, 49%,
42%, 43% and 42% at 0.3�z<0.6, 0.6�z<1.0,
1.0�z<1.6, 1.6�z<2.3, and 2.3�z<3.2, respec-
tively. These uncertainties are not significantly larger than the
total uncertainties quoted in Table 1 and displayed in Figure 6.

6. The Cosmic Gas Mass Density in Galaxies

6.1. r >M M z,gas *( ) versus M*

The evolution of the comoving gas (H2+H I) mass density in
galaxies with stellar masses >M—i.e., r >M M z,gas *( )—is
shown in Figure 7 and tabulated in Table 2. These measure-
ments were inferred by stacking the 1.2 mm emission of these
galaxies (Section 4.2) and assuming a metallicity-dependent
gas-to-dust mass ratio relation (Section 4.1).
As for the cosmic dust mass density, at z>0.6,

r >M M z,gas *( ) grows rapidly as M decreases to∼1010Me,
and this growth slows down as M decreases to even lower
stellar masses. This flattening at low stellar masses suggests
once again that at the stellar mass-completeness limits of our

Figure 6. Evolution with look-back time (lower x-axis; or redshift, upper x-axis) of the comoving dust mass density in galaxies derived here using the ASPECS LP
1.2 mm continuum map. Red circles are for galaxies with M*>Mlimit, as inferred from Figure 4. Red, yellow, and blue hashed regions are inferred from the best-fits
of r >M M z,dust *( ) (see Figure 4) and correspond to the cosmic dust mass densities in galaxies with >M M108

* , M*>109 Me, and M*>1010 Me, respectively.
These best-fits were performed independently for each redshift bin. At z>3, we derive lower limits by stacking all galaxies in our H-band-selected sample,
irrespective of their stellar masses. At a similar redshift, we show the lower limit inferred by Magnelli et al. (2019) using a 2 mm selected galaxy sample. Black
squares, green stars, and dark blue diamonds show the total comoving dust mass densities in galaxies inferred by Dunne et al. (2003, 2011), Driver et al. (2018), and
Pozzi et al. (2019), respectively. The solid line shows predictions from scaling the cosmic SFRD (Madau & Dickinson 2014) assuming a redshift-independent gas
depletion timescale (tdepl=Mgas/SFR) of 570 Myr and a gas-to-dust mass ratio of 150; both values being typical for 1010.3 Me main-sequence star-forming galaxies
at z∼2 (Tacconi et al. 2018). The dotted line shows predictions assuming a gas-to-dust mass ratio of 150 but a redshift-dependent gas depletion time as parametrized
by Tacconi et al. (2018) for 1010.3 Me main-sequence star-forming galaxies (i.e., tdepl=570 Myr at z=2 and 860 Myr at z=0). Finally, the dashed line shows
predictions assuming both a redshift-dependent depletion time and gas-to-dust mass ratio. This latter is derived from Equation (2) using the metallicity of 1010.3 Me
galaxies at a given redshift (Equation (3)). This yields δGDR=150 at z=2 and δGDR=90 at z=0. The typical fractional cosmic variance uncertainty of ~45%
affecting our measurements and inferred using the methodology advocated by Driver & Robotham (2010) is illustrated in the upper right-hand corner.
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sample, the gas mass density measured here already accounts
for most of the gas content locked in galaxies and converges
toward the total cosmic gas mass density in galaxies. We note,
however, that the slope of r >M M z,gas *( ) at low stellar
masses is slightly steeper than that inferred for ρdust(M*>M,
z). This difference is explained by the decrease of the
metallicity and therefore the increase of the gas-to-dust mass
ratio at low stellar masses (Equation (2) and (3)). Conse-
quently, the peak of our differential measurements
(r Î M M z0.25dex ,gas *( [ ] )) is much broader or somewhat
washed out at z<1.0.

Excluding quiescent galaxies from the stacking analysis
barely affects our results, decreasing the value of
r >M M z,gas *( ) at our stellar mass-completeness limits by at
most 10%. As in the case of dust, the bulk of the gas in galaxies
appears to reside in star-forming galaxies (see also Sargent
et al. 2015; Gobat et al. 2018).

Decarli et al. (2016, 2019) and Riechers et al. (2019)
measured the total molecular gas mass density in galaxies (i.e.,
rH2

) by constraining the CO luminosity function using the
ASPECS-CO pilot/LP and COLDz surveys. In all redshift
bins, we find a good agreement between our measurements and
their estimates. This suggests that even though our gas mass
measurements include in principle both the molecular and
atomic gas phases, they are mostly dominated by the molecular
phase. We note, however, that our method implicitly assumes
that the dust emissivity in the atomic and molecular gas phase
is the same, while there exists observational evidence of an

enhanced dust emissivity in the dense ISM (see Leroy et al.
2011, and reference therein). This implies that dust-based gas
mass estimates might be biased against dust in the atomic
phase.
From the gas-to-stellar mass ratio of star-forming galaxies

derived in Tacconi et al. (2018), we predicted r >M M z,gas *( )
using the SMF of Mortlock et al. (2015). Up to z∼2.0, these
predictions agree, within the uncertainties, with our observa-
tions, but in the highest redshift bin they significantly
underestimate our measurements (see triple-dotted–dashed
lines in Figure 7). At this redshift, the steep dependency with
stellar mass of the gas-to-stellar mass ratio found in Tacconi
et al. (2018, B=−0.36) seems to overestimate the contrib-
ution of low stellar mass galaxies to the cosmic gas mass
density.
Finally, we note that using a δGDR–metallicity relation with a

much steeper power-law at metallicity <7.9 (Rémy-Ruyer et al.
2014) only affects our estimates below our stellar mass-
completeness limits (see Appendix A). This steep power law,
which implies much larger gas mass per unit dust mass at
low metallicity, increases our measurements by a factor of
2–5 in our lowest stellar mass bins. This leads to a very
discontinuous evolution of r >M M z,gas *( ) with M, large
disagreements with the ASPECS-CO survey’s results, and
could suggest an increasing contribution of the atomic phase to
r >M M z,gas *( ) at low metallicities. However, because the
metallicity below which this steep power law starts is still very

Figure 7. Same as Figure 4, but for the comoving gas mass density in galaxies with stellar masses >M. Green stars present the total comoving molecular gas mass
density in galaxies measured by the ASPECS-CO pilot and LP surveys (Decarli et al. 2016, 2019). The black square shows the total comoving molecular gas mass
density in galaxies measured by the COLDz survey (Riechers et al. 2019). Blue triple-dotted–dashed lines show predictions using fgas(M,z) for main-sequence galaxies
from Tacconi et al. (2018) and the SMF of Mortlock et al. (2015).
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uncertain (Rémy-Ruyer et al. 2014), we do not discuss this
effect further.

6.2. The Gas-to-stellar Mass Ratio of Star-forming Galaxies

Using the method described in Section 5.2, we model the
gas-to-stellar mass ratio of star-forming galaxies as a simple
power-law function of their stellar mass. First, we indepen-
dently solve for the normalization and exponent of this power-
law function in each redshift bin (thick-black line in Figure 7
and red dots in Figure 8). Then, we fit all our redshift bins
simultaneously by assuming a redshift-independent exponent
(thick-dashed line in Figure 7 and gray regions in Figure 8;

= - -
+B 0.1 0.5

0.8, = - -
+C 1.1 0.5

0.3, and = -
+D 3.0 1.0

1.1).
The best-fit model obtained from fitting all redshift bins

simultaneously yields an exponent of −0.1. This tentative
trend, in which massive galaxies have lower gas mass content
per unit stellar mass than lower mass galaxies, is, nevertheless,
not as steep as that found in massive high-redshift galaxies
(B∼−0.36; e.g., Magdis et al. 2012; Genzel et al. 2015;
Tacconi et al. 2018). However, in the local universe and
considering only the molecular gas phase, Saintonge et al.
(2017) found a flatter evolution with stellar mass of the gas-to-
stellar mass ratio at <1010.2Me. Finally, even though we
independently constrained the fdust–M* (Section 5.2) and
fgas–M* relations, these are linked via the gas-to-dust mass ratio
(Equation (2)) and stellar mass–metallicity (Equation (3))
relations. By combining Equations (2) and (3), one can predict
that the exponent of the fdust–M* relation should be higher by
0.15–0.3 to that of the fgas–M* relation.

The mean gas-to-stellar mass ratio in 1010.7Me star-forming
galaxies increases by at least a factor of 2, at most a factor of
70, and for our best-fit a factor of 17 between z=2.75 and
0.45. These values should be compared to the factor 12
increase found by Tacconi et al. (2018) within this redshift
range.

6.3. rgas versus Redshift

Figure 9 presents the redshift evolution of ρgas at our stellar
mass-completeness limits, as well as our extrapolations for
galaxies with M*>108Me, M*>109Me, and >M*

M1010
, obtained by fitting r >M M z,gas *( ) in each redshift

bin independently using the method described in Section 6.2.
Because r >M M z,gas *( ) clearly flattens toward low stellar
masses, extrapolations for M*>108Me galaxies, should
provide a good measurement of the total cosmic gas mass
density in galaxies.
The cosmic gas mass density in galaxies decreases by a

factor ~ 1.6 0.7( ) from z=2.75 and 1.3 and then decreases
by a factor∼2.8(±1.7) between z=1.3 and 0.45. This redshift
evolution is consistent with that inferred using the ASPECS-
CO measurements (Decarli et al. 2016, 2019) and the COLDz
survey (Riechers et al. 2019). At z<0.45, the decrease of the
cosmic gas mass density seems to continue, when considering
the molecular gas mass density measured at z∼0 by Saintonge
et al. (2017). However, considering instead the atomic gas mass
density measured at z∼0 by Martin et al. (2010) yields an
opposite trend, which illustrates the increased contribution of
the atomic phase in the ISM of galaxies. Finally, combined
with the ASPECS-CO constraints at z>3, our measurements
suggest a rapid increase of ρgas from z=4 to 2.75.
The evolution of the (molecular) gas mass densities of

galaxies from z∼4 to z∼0 resembles that of ρSFR. As in
Section 5.3, to study this further we plot in Figure 9 the redshift
evolution of ρSFR scaled assuming: (i) a redshift-independent
gas depletion time of 570Myr (solid line), and (ii) a more
realistic redshift-dependent gas depletion time for 1010.3Me
star-forming galaxies (dotted line; i.e., tdepl=570Myr at z=2
and 860Myr at z=0; Tacconi et al. 2018). Both predictions
match strikingly well with the observations from z∼4 to
z∼0. This finding strongly suggests that: (i) at z>0.45, dust-
based gas mass measurements are mostly dominated by the
dust in the molecular phase, and (ii) the redshift evolution of
the cosmic SFRD is mostly explained by the evolution of the
molecular gas reservoir of galaxies (solid line), with variations
of their star formation efficiency playing a secondary role
(dotted line).
The evolutions of ρdust and ρgas measured in our study are

linked via the gas-to-dust mass ratio and stellar mass–
metallicity relations. At a given redshift, the ρgas-to-ρdust ratio
correspond thus to the mass-weighted average gas-to-dust mass
ratio of star-forming galaxies. At z∼0.45, z∼0.80, z∼1.30,
z∼1.95, and z∼2.75, we found 166±115, 155±104,
130±73, 140±63, and 240±140, respectively. We note
that in Appendix A, we infer instead the redshift evolution of
ρgas scaling ρdust by a constant gas-to-dust mass ratio of 100,
typical for massive galaxies at z∼0. These measurements
underestimate at the 1–2σ level that from the ASPECS-CO LP
at z=1–2.

7. Discussion

Our results reveal that up to z∼3, most of the dust and gas
content in galaxies resides in star-forming galaxies with stellar
masses109.5Me. Our cosmic gas mass density estimates
agree with those inferred from CO observations, which
suggests that dust-based measurements are dominated by the
dust in the molecular phase. The total dust and gas mass
densities in galaxies increase at early cosmic time, peak around

Figure 8. Same as Figure 5 but for the gas-to-stellar mass ratio of star-forming
galaxies modeled as a simple power-law of the stellar mass (see inset equation).
A is the typical gas-to-stellar mass ratio of star-forming galaxies with a stellar
mass of 5×1010Me.
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z∼1−3, and then decrease until the present time. However,
the dust and gas mass densities decrease at different rates: the
former declines by a factor ∼4 between z∼2.5 and 0
(combining our results with the Herschel-based local measure-
ment of Dunne et al. 2011), while the later declines by a factor
∼7 when only considering the molecular gas phase and using
the local CO measurement of Saintonge et al. (2017). The
redshift evolution of the cosmic dust and gas mass densities can
be modeled by the redshift evolution of the stellar mass
function of star-forming galaxies, and that of their dust-to-
stellar mass ratio and gas-to-stellar mass ratio, respectively.
These models show that the dust and gas content of star-
forming galaxies per unit stellar mass continuously decrease
from z=3 to z=0, while they have a mild dependency on
stellar masses—with a best-fit power law stellar mass-
dependent exponent of 0.1 and −0.1 for the dust-to-stellar
mass ratio and gas-to-stellar mass ratio relations, respectively.

In the following subsections, we first compare these new
results to the outputs of simulations and we will then put them
into the context of galaxy evolution scenarios.

7.1. Comparison to Simulations

In the past years, there has been a growing interest in
including self-consistent tracking of the production and
destruction of dust in cosmological models of galaxy formation
(e.g., McKinnon et al. 2017; Popping et al. 2017; Aoyama et al.
2018; Davé et al. 2019; Vijayan et al. 2019). This includes the
condensation of dust in the ejecta of asymptotic giant branch

(AGB) stars and supernovae (SNe), the growth of dust in the
ISM, as well as the destruction of dust by supernova-induced
shocks, star formation (the so-called astraction), reheating, and
outflows. Our analysis provides to these models some of the
first robust and homogeneously constrained evolution of the
comoving dust and gas mass densities in galaxies from z∼3
to z∼0.4.
In Figure 10, we compare the cosmic dust and gas mass

densities predicted by Popping et al. (2017)’s semi-analytical
model for different stellar mass thresholds. These predictions
correspond to the dust and gas in the ISM of these simulated
galaxies, as opposed to the dust and gas in their CGM and the
intergalactic medium (IGM; see Popping et al. 2017, for
details). In agreement with our observations, this model
predicts that at any redshifts, the bulk of the dust in galaxies
is locked in those with a stellar mass1010Me. However,
while these predictions match the observations from z∼3 to
z∼1, they overestimate the cosmic dust mass density in
galaxies at z<1. In this model, from z∼1 to z∼0, the
formation and destruction (or ejection) rates of the dust are in
quasi-equilibrium, yielding a nearly constant cosmic dust mass
density across this redshift range. Instead, observations suggest
that this quasi-equilibrium is reached at a later time; i.e.,
z<0.5. We note, however, that to confirm this trend, one
would need to perform a more homogeneous observational
analysis across this redshift range. Indeed, low-redshift
measurements rely mostly on 250 μm Herschel observations
that probe the dust peak emission of galaxies, while our
measurements rely on their dust Rayleigh–Jeans emission.

Figure 9. Same as Figure 6 but for the comoving gas mass density in galaxies. Shaded regions present the 1σ confidence measurement for the molecular gas from the
ASPECS-CO pilot and LP surveys (Decarli et al. 2016, 2019), as well as the 5th-to-95th percentile confidence interval from the COLDz survey (Riechers et al. 2019).
At z∼0, the black triangle and diamond show the cosmic molecular and atomic gas mass densities in galaxies inferred by Saintonge et al. (2017) and Martin et al.
(2010), respectively. The solid line shows predictions from scaling the cosmic SFRD (Madau & Dickinson 2014) assuming a redshift-independent gas depletion time
(tdepl=Mgas/SFR) of 570 Myr, typical for 1010.3 Me main-sequence star-forming galaxies at z∼2 (Tacconi et al. 2018). The dotted line shows predictions assuming
a more realistic redshift-dependent gas depletion time for 1010.3 Me main-sequence star-forming galaxies (i.e., tdepl=570 Myr at z=2 and 860 Myr at z=0;
Tacconi et al. 2018).
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These two approaches might thus be affected by different
systematics, which renders their combination difficult.

In the top panel of Figure 10, we also overlaid the total
cosmic dust mass densities in galaxies predicted by the
cosmological hydrodynamic simulations of Aoyama et al.
(2018) and Li et al. (2019, see also Davé et al. 2019). However,
they are relatively inconsistent with our measurements, over-
estimating at most redshifts the cosmic dust mass densities in
galaxies.

In the bottom panel of Figure 10, we finally compare the
cosmic gas (H2+H I) and molecular gas mass densities
predicted by Popping et al. (2017) for different stellar mass
thresholds. Predictions for the molecular gas phase match
reasonably well with the observations from z∼3 up to z∼0.
In addition, they also correctly predict that most of the
molecular gas mass is locked in galaxies with109Me.
However, our dust-based measurements should in principle be
compared to predictions including both the molecular and

Figure 10. Evolution with look-back time of the observed comoving dust (top panel) and gas (bottom panel) mass densities in galaxies, compared to predictions from
Popping et al. (2017)’s semi-analytical model. For the observed comoving dust and gas mass densities, the symbols are the same as in Figures 6 and 9, respectively.
(top panel) Blue, yellow, red and black-solid lines show predictions for galaxies with M*>1010 Me, >109 Me, >108 Me, and >107 Me, respectively. The dotted–
dashed and triple-dotted–dashed lines show predictions from the cosmic dust mass densities in galaxies from the cosmological hydrodynamic simulations of Li et al.
(2019; see also Davé et al. 2019) and Aoyama et al. (2018). The gray-shaded area shows the total amount of dust formed in galaxies, assuming a dust yield of
0.004–0.0065 dust masses for every unit of stellar mass formed (Driver et al. 2018) and using Madau & Dickinson (2014)’s cosmic SFRD history. (bottom panel) The
dashed and solid lines show predictions from Popping et al. (2017) for the gas (H2+H I) and molecular gas mass densities in galaxies, respectively. Lines are color-
coded as in the top panel.
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atomic gas phases. In this case, Popping et al. (2017)’s
predictions overestimate our measurements by a factor of 2 for
galaxies withM*>1010Me and a factor of 4 for galaxies with
M*>108Me, illustrating the rising contribution in this model
of the atomic gas phase in the ISM of low stellar mass galaxies.
These over-estimations suggest that either the model over-
estimates the atomic gas content locked in low stellar mass
galaxies or that our measurements are biased against this
atomic gas phase because of a significant enhancement of the
dust emissivity in the dense/molecular ISM.

In Appendix B, we compare our measurements to predic-
tions from the semi-analytical model of Vijayan et al. (2019)
for >M M108

*  and M*>109Me. For the cosmic dust mass
density in galaxies, these predictions are very similar to those
of Popping et al. (2017); i.e., this model successfully predicts
little contribution to rdust from M*<109Me galaxies, but
overestimates ρdust at z<1. For the cosmic gas mass density in
galaxies, the predictions from Vijayan et al. (2019) differ from
those of Popping et al. (2017). They overestimate ρgas at
z1.5 but successfully suggest that at high redshift most of
the gas in galaxies is in the molecular phase.

7.2. Implications for Galaxy Evolution Scenarios

The redshift evolution of ρdust and ρgas resembles that of the
cosmic SFRD, which also peaks at z∼2 (e.g., Madau &
Dickinson 2014). This implies that there is a direct link
between star formation, and the dust and gas content of
galaxies. For the gas, this link is expected—gas fueling star
formation—via the so-called Kennicutt–Schmidt (KS) relation,
which connects the gas and star formation rate surface densities
of galaxies. The relatively redshift-independent SFRD-to-ρgas
ratio observed here from z∼3 to z∼0 (see solid black line in
Figure 9) suggests that the global star formation efficiency of
galaxies (i.e., SFR/Mgas) does not evolve significantly (×2)
across this redshift range and that the main driver of star
formation is gas content. At all redshifts, the time needed to
deplete the global gas reservoir of the star-forming galaxy
population ( rá ñ =tdepl V gas/SFRD) is found to be of the order of
600–900Myr, which is consistent with results inferred from
individual galaxies (Genzel et al. 2015; Tacconi et al. 2018).
Without a constant replenishment of these gas reservoirs, the
star-forming galaxy population observed at, for example,
z∼2, would thus have fully disappeared by z=1.5.

These findings strongly support gas regulator models (e.g.,
Bouché et al. 2010; Davé et al. 2012; Lilly et al. 2013; Peng &
Maiolino 2014; Rathaus & Sternberg 2016), in which galaxy
growth is mostly driven by a continuous supply of fresh gas
from the cosmic web (Dekel et al. 2009). In these models, gas
accretion on halos and subsequently galaxies are controlled by
the expansion of the universe. It decreases as (1+z)2.3 and
scales nearly linearly with halo masses (e.g., Neistein &
Dekel 2008). This redshift evolution agrees with the continuous
decline of the gas-to-stellar mass ratio of galaxies observed
here from z=3 to 0.45. In addition, gas regulator models
generally invoke feedback processes—such as stellar winds—
to suppress or slow down gas accretion on low-mass halos
(< 1011Me) (e.g., Bouché et al. 2010; Davé et al. 2012).
This introduces a mass-dependency of the gas-to-stellar mass
ratio that is consistent with our observations (best-fit exponent
of −0.1, though with large uncertainties) and delays the
cosmic SFRD peak to ~z 2 because of the relatively low
number of halos that are massive enough at early cosmic time

(Bouché et al. 2010). To first order, the rise of the SFRD and
ρgas from cosmic dawn to z∼2 would thus be due to the
increased number of halos experiencing efficient gas accretion,
which is observationally consistent with the increase of the
stellar mass function of star-forming galaxies at these epochs.
The decrease of the SFRD and ρgas at z<2 would then be
mostly controlled by the decrease of the gas accretion from the
universe’s expansion or from shock heating preventing
accretion on the most massive halo, which is observationally
consistent with the decrease of the gas-to-stellar mass ratio in
star-forming galaxies.
A link between the star formation and dust content of

galaxies is also expected. Stars produce the metals needed for
the formation of dust and at the end of their life-cycle are the
locus of significant dust formation, either via an AGB phase
( M M8 ) or SNe ( M M8 ; e.g., Gall et al. 2011, 2014).
The coincident peak of the cosmic dust mass density and SFRD
suggests that SNe and AGB stars make a very important
contribution to dust formation because these formation path-
ways are linked to star formation on a timescale of 1–2 Gyr
(e.g., Dwek et al. 2007; Valiante et al. 2009). However, ISM
dust grain growth is supposedly also enhanced in high-redshift
star-forming galaxies with high gas densities, and can thus
contribute significantly, as well as on a short timescale, to the
dust production in these galaxies (Popping et al. 2017). A
significant contribution of this latter mechanism to the global
dust content of galaxies cannot be ruled out from our
observations.
As already noted by Driver et al. (2018), the decrease of ρdust

at z<2 is at odds with a close-box scenario in which the dust
continuously accumulates in galaxies in the absence of
destruction or expulsion mechanisms. Our observations suggest
instead that at z<2, the dust is destroyed (or expelled) more
rapidly than it is formed. Predicting the total amount of dust
formed assuming a dust yield of 0.004–0.0065 dust masses for
every unit of stellar mass formed as in Driver et al. (2018; the
gray-shaded area in Figure10; i.e., implicitly assuming an
redshift-independent initial mass function), we infer that at
z∼0 about 90% of the dust that has been formed in the
universe must be destroyed (e.g., astraction, supernovae
shocks) or ejected in the IGM (e.g., stellar winds, radiation
pressure).
Finally, the decrease of ρdust at z<2 is found to be not as

pronounced as that of ρgas when considering only the molecular
phase (i.e., r ~z 0H2

( ) from Saintonge et al. 2017). This flatter
evolution of ρdust can be explained by the increased contrib-
ution of the atomic phase of the ISM and the increased mean
metallicity of star-forming galaxies as we approach z=0.
Indeed, even though the gas reservoirs of galaxies are
replenished by pristine gas from the IGM, their overall
metallicity increases from z∼2 to z∼0. This is confirmed
by the increased zero-point of the stellar mass–metallicity
relation, which implies a lower global gas-to-dust mass ratio at
z=0 than at z=2.

8. Conclusions

We used the deepest ALMA 1.2 mm continuum map to date
(rms: 9.5 μJy beam−1) in the HUDF obtained as part of the
ASPECS large program to measure the cosmic dust and
implied gas (H2+H I) mass densities as a function of look-back
time. We do this by summing (i.e., stacking) the contribution
of all the known galaxies in the HUDF above a given stellar
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mass in distinct redshift bins; i.e., r >M M z,dust *( ) and
r >M M z,gas *( ). Our galaxy sample is H-band-selected from
the available HUDF multi-wavelength catalog, and, up to
z∼3, can be considered as stellar mass-complete down
to∼108.9Me. Dust masses are measured from the 1.2 mm
emission of these galaxies assuming a mass-weighted mean
dust temperature of á ñ =T 25 KM and a dust emissivity of
β=1.8 (Scoville et al. 2016). Gas masses are inferred from
these dust masses using the local metallicity-dependent gas-to-
dust mass ratio and the redshift-dependent stellar mass–
metallicity relations (as in Tacconi et al. 2018). With this
unique dataset and approach, we find the following:

1. r >M M z,dust *( ) and r >M M z,gas *( ) grow rapidly as
M decreases down to 1010Me, but this growth slows
down as M decreases to even lower stellar masses. This
flattening implies that at our stellar mass-completeness
limits, r >M M z,dust *( ) and r >M M z,gas *( ) converge
already toward the total cosmic dust (ρdust) and gas (ρgas)
mass densities in galaxies; i.e., with only a minor
contribution by galaxies below our stellar mass-comple-
teness limits.

2. The contribution of quiescent galaxies (i.e., galaxies with
little on-going star formation and selected using the
standard UVJ criterion) to ρdust and ρgas is negligible
(10%). The bulk of the dust and gas in galaxies appears
to be locked in star-forming galaxies with M*109.5Me.

3. The gas (H2+H I) mass densities measured here agree
with the molecular gas mass densities inferred from the
CO observations of the ASPECS (Decarli et al.
2016, 2019) and COLDz (Riechers et al. 2019) surveys.
In the redshift range probed here (z=0.45–3.0), dust-
based measurements are thus dominated by the dust in the
molecular phase. This suggests that either the bulk of the
gas in galaxies is in a molecular phase or that there is a
significant enhancement of the dust emissivity in the
dense/molecular ISM with respect to that in the more
diffuse/atomic ISM.

4. The cosmic dust (gas) mass density increases at early
cosmic time, peaks around z=1–3, and decreases by a
factor ∼4 (7) until the present time (combining our results
with low-redshift measurements; Dunne et al. 2011;
Decarli et al. 2016, 2019; Saintonge et al. 2017). The
redshift evolution of ρgas matches that of the cosmic
SFRD, while the decline of ρdust at z<2 is less
pronounced than that observed for the SFRD.

5. The evolution of r >M M z,dust *( ) r >M M z,gas *[ ( )]
with stellar masses and redshifts is accurately modeled
using the stellar mass function of star-forming galaxies
and their average dust[gas]-to-stellar mass ratio. The dust
[gas] content of galaxies per unit stellar mass continu-
ously decreases from z=3 to z=0, while having a mild
dependency on stellar masses—with a best-fit power-law
stellar mass-dependent exponent of 0.1 [−0.1].

Our results suggest that galaxies have a relatively constant
star formation efficiency (SFR/Mgas) across cosmic time

(within a factor ∼2; solid line in Figure 9). Their star formation
seems to be mainly controlled by the supply of fresh gas from
the cosmic web (Dekel et al. 2009), as advocated by the gas
regulator models (e.g., Bouché et al. 2010; Davé et al. 2012;
Lilly et al. 2013; Peng & Maiolino 2014; Rathaus &
Sternberg 2016). This supply, which varies with cosmic time as
(1+z)2.3 following the universe’s expansion, is in turn the
main driver of the continuous decrease of the SFRD at z<2.
The decrease of ρdust at z<2 implies that a large fraction
(∼90%; see Driver et al. 2018) of the dust formed in galaxies
is, within few Gyr, destroyed (shock, astraction) or ejected to
the IGM (wind, radiation pressure).
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Appendix A
Different Gas-to-dust Mass Conversions

In Figure 11, we use a ΔGDR-metallicity relation with a
much steeper power-law (∼3; Rémy-Ruyer et al. 2014) at
metallicity M, z) with M, large disagreements with the
ASPECS-CO surveyʼs results, that could suggest an increasing
contribution of the atomic phase to ρgas(M*>M, z) at low
metallicities.
In Figure 12, we infer the redshift evolution of ρgas scaling

ρdust by a constant gas-to-dust mass ratio of 100, typical for
massive galaxies at z∼0. These ρgas values are lower
than our original measurements by 30% and underestimate
at the 1–2σ level those from the ASPECS-CO LP at
z=1–2.
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Figure 11. Same as Figure 7 but here the gas mass densities are inferred using a gas-to-dust mass ratio–metallicity relation with a much steeper power-law at
metallicity <7.9 (∼3; Rémy-Ruyer et al. 2014).

Figure 12. Same as Figure 9 but here the cosmic gas mass densities are inferred applying a constant gas-to-dust mass ratio of 100 (typical for massive galaxies at
z∼0) to the cosmic dust mass densities presented in Figure 6.
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Appendix B
Comparison to Other Simulations

In this appendix, we compare our measurements to
predictions from the semi-analytical model of Figure 13
(Vijayan et al. 2019).

Figure 13. Same as Figure 10 but here we compare our measurements to predictions from the semi-analytical model of Vijayan et al. (2019). For M*>109 Me, we
used their “Millennium” predictions, while for M*>108 Me we use their “Millennium-II” predictions.
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